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Abstract: The paper sets out to provide an assessment of agricultural taxation in transition economies
(specifically in the Russian Federation and Ukraine). The Producer Support Estimate (PSE) methodology
was used to assess the budget support /implicit taxation of agricultural producers. The dynamic analysis of
agricultural tax in transitional economy has been made and different types of agricultural taxes and tax
treatments have been investigated.
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INTRODUCTION RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The Russian Federation (RF) agricultural sector Dynamic Analysis of Agricultural Taxation in the
reform and the establishment of the national taxation Russian Federation  and Ukraine: Fixed agricultural tax
system have been underway since 1992. Currently, in Ukraine. Introduction of fixed agricultural tax in
agricultural taxation does not provide for the proper Ukraine is of certain interest in exercising various
administration of a tax system. Taxation of agricultural agricultural tax options under the transition economy.
companies has its own features associated with relatively Positive experience in the administration of agricultural tax
high production and financial risks and low profitability. during 1998-1999 on the local level (agricultural income to

Gaffney [1] studies reveal a positive ratio between state and local budgets grew threefold) triggered the in
higher agricultural tax rates and increased pressure on introduction of a somewhat modified tax nationwide [8].
land based on the intersectoral analysis of the US Fixed agricultural tax is paid instead of most taxes and
agriculture. levies.

Some studies suggest that both land and collateral Initially, the fixed  agriculture  tax could be paid either
input taxes be used in the tax base formation to reduce in cash or in kind (in the form of agricultural product
production risks [2] and that the risks be mitigated supplies).
through the indexation of land tax for regional production Agricultural  companies  whose income from the
index [3]. sales of agricultural products and their processing for the

The empirical study [5] showed that that role of risk preceding year exceeds 75% of the overall income are
in administering land rent tax is not as high as stated by subject to taxation. Farming areas are subject to taxation.
other researchers. Fixed agricultural tax rate is set for one (1) hectare of

Some land tax  issues  in the developing countries farming land.
arise due to administrative reasons (missing land As the relevant Act provided for a choice of a tax
valuation results, lack of qualified staff etc.), which is the payment option (either in cash or in kind), most
most critical issue in administering land taxes in the agricultural producers opted for in-kind payment, which,
developing economies according to Skinner [5]. however, did shift the tax burden towards consumers.
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Although non-monetary method of the fixed Budget Support in Agriculture: In terms of the market
agricultural tax payment enhanced short-term solvency of economy, agriculture is regarded as a sector that requires
producers, it also increased their tax burden due to a extensive involvement of the government.
markdown of purchase pricesas compared to the market A wide range of list of the agricultural policy tools
ones, which increased administrative costs associated can be supported either directly (via subsidies, transfers
with the sale of food products. etc.) or indirectly, which would affect the cost of

Money evaluation procedure and farmland price agricultural logistics (privileged loans, electricity tariffs
adjustment resulted in the increase of tax burden on etc.).
relatively poor croplands [9]. The general level of the agriculture support in the

Unified land agricultural tax in the Russian Russian Federation can be assessed based on the so-
Federation. The procedure for operation of special tax called Producer support estimate (PSE) methodology
treatment for agricultural producers from 2002 to 2004 was used by international organizations (i.e., the Organisation
governed  by  the  Act  of  the  Russian  Federation. In for Economic Co-operation and Development-OECD) for
case of  special  tax treatment agricultural producers had economic assessments. Unlike the direct budget support
to pay both the unified land agricultural tax (hereinafter provided for in the budgets at all levels, the indirect
referred to as ULAT) and basic taxes for common tax support is provided through agricultural product pricing
treatment  (e.g.,  insurance contributions to the Pension both in domestic and world markets.
Fund of the Russian Federation and pollution charges) The shift in the national currency actual exchange
and taxes which do not typically apply to agriculture rate has a significant impact on the general level of
activities (e.g. excise, state duty, customs duty, personal indirect support which is estimated by comparing
property tax and license fees). domestic and international agricultural products prices

Farming area comparable with the cadastral value was and indicates the share of the agricultural producers’
the tax base for ULAT. ULAT tax rate was estimated on earnings due to the involvement of the government.
the basis of taxes paid  by  agricultural  producers  under Nevertheless, the participation of the government
common tax treatment. Formally, the tax rate can be which involves deliberately getting the prices wrong may
calculated as follows: be regarded both as positive and negative support

government  involvement  will  be regarded as  an  effort

where: product prices show positive values. Otherwise, it will be
R  is the ULAT tax rate in RUB/ha; regarded as implicit taxation.ULAT

taxes are the taxes in RUB that are not paid along PSE level is assessed for the type of product and forCTT

with ULAT (subject to common tax treatment); the industry as a whole (Figure 1).
taxes are the taxes in RUB paid along with ULAT; The economic crisis of 1998 had a positive effect onSTT

S is the farming area in ha comparable with the the agriculture of the RF and, in contrast to many otherV

cadastral value. industries, helped revitalize the sector. For the most part,

ULAT sum was calculated through multiplying the exchange rate, such as significant devaluation of the
farming  area  comparable  with the cadastral  value  (S ) nominal RUB exchange rate against the major globalV

by the tax rate (R ): currencies (e.g. the devaluation against US dollarULAT

The actual RUB exchange rate devaluation, with due

ULAT, as shown above, was only administered in approx. 40%, which led to a drastic reduction of imported
one constituent unit of the Russian Federation (i.e. food products and increase the competitiveness of
Krasnodar Territory) in the period between 2002 and 2003 domestic producers. The changes in the actual currency
[10]. exchange rates  had  a  significant  impact on the indirect

characterized as implicit taxation. The level of the

to provide subsidies, if  the  sum of direct subsidies and
the gap between domestic and international agricultural

it was caused by the changes in the national currency

amounted to approx.75%).

regard to the changes in the domestic prices, amounted to
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Fig. 1: Producer support estimates (subsidies) (as a percentage of gross farm receipts (including support)
Source: OECD, PSE/CSE database, 2008, PSE/CSE database, 2013.

Fig. 2: Tax payments to the Federal and local budgets of Russia in the Agriculture and Hunting sector in 2012, as
indicated in mln. of RUB
Source: based on the data provided by the Russian Federal tax service. [www.nalog.ru]

and general budget support for agriculture, which agricultural sector of the Russian Federation since 2002.
virtually reduced it to zero in the period between 1999 and The UAT is used in conjunction with other tax treatments
2000 and brought along minor implicit taxation (negative (common and special treatments).
PSE value). Where  a  special  tax  treatment  is  applied, no

In the period between 2009 and 2012, the level of the corporate income tax, VAT (except for Imports VAT),
general budget support for agriculture in the Russian corporate   property     tax,     individual    property   tax
Federation was on the mid-point of OECD countries and  personal  income  tax  shall  be  paid.  Other  taxes
(Figure 1). shall  be  paid  as  provided  for  in  the  other  tax

Applicable Taxation System in Agriculture of the regarded as subject to the UAT taxation, with the relevant
Russian Federation: Agricultural producers can opt for rate of 6%.
either common or special tax treatment. Common tax treatment. Agricultural producers that

Special tax  treatment  as unified agricultural tax. did not opt for the UAT taxation practice, shall pay the
The agriculture producer taxation system as unified taxes as required by the common tax treatment, with a
agricultural tax (hereinafter referred to as the UAT) is a reduced income tax rate set for the income derived from
special tax treatment that has been administered in the agricultural operations.

treatments (common and special treatments). Income is
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Table 1: The UAT tax burden level (relative share of UAT in the earnings of agricultural companies, individual entrepreneurs and private farms) in % in 2012

Federal Districts Companies Individual entrepreneurs and private farms Total

Central Federal District 0.3 0.7 0.3

Northwestern Federal District 0.7 0.7 0.7

North Caucasian Federal District 0.3 0.7 0.4

Southern Federal District 0.4 1.2 0.6

Volga Federal District 0.1 0.5 0.2

Ural Federal District 0.2 0.6 0.2

Siberian Federal District 0.2 0.6 0.3

Far Eastern Federal District 0.6 0.7 0.6

Russia 0.3 0.8 0.4

Source: based on the data provided by the Russian Federal Tax Service. [www.nalog.ru]

Table 2: UAT tax payments due (indicated for each type of a taxpayer), in %, in 2012

Federal Districts Companies Individual entrepreneurs and private farms Total

Central Federal District 77 23 100

Northwestern Federal District 98 2 100

North Caucasian Federal District 69 31 100

Southern Federal District 54 46 100

Volga Federal District 66 34 100

Ural Federal District 81 19 100

Siberian Federal District 71 29 100

Russia 94 6 100

Source: based on the data provided by the Russian Federal Tax Service. [www.nalog.ru]

Table 3: The UAT territorial structure (the UAT sharedue in the relevant

Federal District), in %, in 2012

Federal Districts Relative share

CentralFederalDistrict 13

NorthwesternFederalDistrict 15

North Caucasian Federal District 5

Southern Federal District 32

VolgaFederalDistrict 10

UralFederalDistrict 4

SiberianFederalDistrict 8

FarEasternFederalDistrict 13

Russia 100

Source: based on the data provided by the Russian Federal Tax Service.

[www.nalog.ru]

The major tax burden on the agricultural companies
stems  from  federal   taxes   except   VAT  (Figure 2). The
reduced VAT rate of 10% (the major rate is 18%) for the
agricultural products on sale, as well as the disparity of
prices for industrial and agricultural products lead to
substantial tax refund from the budget (negative VAT
value). Moreover, this situation is not uncommon.

Consequently, the major tax burden on the
agricultural producers   stems    from    federal   taxes
(except VAT).

In 2012, the average level of the UAT tax burden in
the Russian Federation was relatively low (Table 1).

Agricultural companies are major UAT contributors
in the UAT-taxpayer system (Table 2).

The Federal Budget UAT-based territorial revenue
distribution shows that  the Southern Federal District is
the major contributor (32%). The relative share of the
UAT from Far Eastern, Central and Northwestern Federal
Districts totaled approx. 13-15% (Table 3).

CONCLUSION

The economic crisis of 1998 had a positive effect on
the agriculture of the RF and, in contrast to many other
industries, helped revitalize the sector. In the period
between 2009 and 2012, the level of the general budget
support for agriculture in the Russian Federation was on
the mid-point of OECD countries.The major tax burden on
the agricultural companies stems from federal taxes.

The average UAT tax burden was relatively low in the
Russian Federation in 2012. It amounted to 0.2-0.7% of
agricultural producers' earnings.

The UAT helped reduce the agricultural tax burden
dramatically. The administrative costs have a minor impact
on the land taxation in the Russian Federation due to a
well-established large-scale land appraisal.
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